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Brief history 

 The word Cuba means a “great place”. Prior to Spanish colonization 
the country was inhabited by American Indians with up to 150,000 
people when Columbus arrived in 1492 

 

 1492-1898 Spanish colonization. Britain briefly controlled Havana  

     in 1762 but gave it back to Spain in exchange for Florida 

 



 Between 1790 & 1820 some 325,000 Africans were imported to 

    Cuba as slaves to work in sugar cane plantations 

 

 

 

 

 

 1847 – 1874 as many as 140,000 Chinese “contract workers” 

    （coolies）arrived Cuba to work in the sugar field & tobacco field  

     alongside the slaves. They were being seriously exploited and many 

     died before fulfilling the eight years working contract. This tragedy  

     finally ended after interference of the Chinese government 

 

 

 



 

 1868-1878 rebellion against slavery resulted in the Ten Years War 
with 2,000 Chinese joined the rebel but was eventually crushed. 

     A memorial was erected saying that there was neither deserter nor 

     traitor among the Chinese soldiers. During late 19th C 5,000  

     Chinese immigrants arrived the country from USA to escape  

     racial discrimination & the Chinese population continued to grow 
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 Spanish American War of 1898 after the Maine incident. Spain lost 
to USA and left Cuba. 1902 Cuba became independent but remain 
as a United States Protectorate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cuba declared war against Imperial Germany in WWI. After the war 
Cuba was still a US colony in all but in name. A series of uprising 
followed in the 1930s until free election was conducted for the first 
time in 1940 



 

 1952 Dictatorship under Fulgencio Batista. Cuba flourished 
economically but corruption was wide spread  

 

 

 

 

 

 1953-1959 Cuba revolution. Ousting of Batista by the July 26 
Movement in 1959. Fidel Castro in power and country governed by 
the Communist Party of Cuba. Foreign investments nationalized. 
Received huge amount of aids from USSR 

 

 

 

 

 

 OAS (Organization of American States) sanction started. US severed 
diplomatic relationship in 1961 

 



 The Bay of Pigs incident April 17th 1961 planned by the CIA 

 



 The Missile Crisis between October & November 1962 almost led to 
a nuclear war between USA and Russia 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 1965 Che Guevara who was a major figure in the Cuban revolution 
was captured and executed by Bolivia soldiers when he tried to 
export his revolutionary ideas there 

 

 

 

 

 

 1970s troops were sent overseas in support of MPLA in Angola, 
Mengistu Haile Mariam in Ethiopia & in the Simba revolution in 
Congo 

 



 

 

 1975 OAS sanction lifted except USA 

 

 1991 Russia economy collapsed and withdrew economic assistance. 
The PRC became a new source of aids 

 

 2006 Raul Castro replaced Fidel Castro as President  

 

 2016 Reconciliation with the US with embargo to be lifted. The US 
naval base leased since 1903 & the detention camp for terrorists set 
up in 2002 in Guantanamo Bay still need to be addressed 



Current status 

 Political system: Unitary Marxist-Leninist one party state 

 

 Population: 18 million (2015) 88.9% white & mestizo, 9.1% 
Mapuche, 0.7% Aymara, 1% others Average life span 79.2, State 
provide free medical & education, retirement male 65 female 60 

 

 Language: Spanish 

 

 Religion : Roman Catholic 

 

 Currency: Cuban peso (CUP) Convertible peso = 24 CUP = US$1 

 

 GDP per capita: 2015 - US$10,200 inflation 4.4% 

 

 Unemployment rate: 2015 - 3% average wage US$20 a month with 
1.5% population living below poverty line 

 

 



 Economic structure: agriculture 4%, Industry 23.5%, servicing 
72.7% including servicing 2.8 million tourist per year 

 

 Main industry : sugar, petroleum, tobacco, construction, nickel, steel 

 

 



                     Cuban provinces 









Climate 
 Cuba climate is subtropical with cool trade winds providing relief 

from the heat and the humidity. Its average temperature is at 25C 
in Winter & 31C in Summer. Tropical storm is common and has 
caused a lot of damage and loss of life 



Geology 

 Cuba boost some very interesting geology attractions including  

    everything from unusual Upper Jurassic and Cretaceous deep-water 

    marine rocks that exist because of its location with respect to the  

    North American & Caribbean tectonic plates, to readily accessible 

    sedimentary deposits resulting from the Chicxulub asteroid impact  

    event. In addition Cuba also contains a largely unsurpassed  

    accumulation of oceanic material such as ophiolites and volcanic arc 

    rocks that have helped geologists to understand the process of plate 

    subduction and accretion 







                The Cretaceous Volcanic Arc 





                  Earthquake probability 



Places visited 



Havana 
 Founded by the Spanish in 1515, Havana is the capital city of Cuba 

with a population of 2.1 million. Old Havana was declared a 
UNESCO Heritage site in 1982 















               Ex Presidential Palace now the Revolution Museum 







              The Jose Marti Memorial at the Revolution Square 



 Che Guevara's image can be found everywhere. He had visited 
China twice & was eventualy killed in Bolivia 



















 Vintage cars every where mostly American 50s & 60s 















                      Mini Taxi 





 Museo de Earnest Hemingway, his Cuban residence 1940 to 1961 







His study where many of his great works were written 



                          Final resting place for his dogs 



                        Hemingway's yacht 



La BodeguitaEl, Hemingway's favorite bar 





Mojito, Hemingway’s famous drink 



La Bodeguita del Medio, Hemingway's favorite restaurant 











                 Dining in a historical restaurant 







                Barrio Chino de la Habana – China town 



The Havana Club Rum factory 









 The Cigar factory 







 A Rationing store for local Cubans & a shop for visitors using CUP 



 Varadero Beach, 20 km long is very popular  









 Hill side pub and store 



                      A popular drink called pina colada 



Cuevas De Bellamar Limestone cave 

Formed 300,000 years ago & discovered only in 1861. Total length 23 
km with 15 km accessible & at a constant temperature of 25C 









 23 km long with 15 km accessible 























 





THE END 


